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Groundwater Over-exploitation
Dropdown of groundwater level is a common issue in many countries, like Iran.

There exists a severe groundwater dropdown in many aquifers of Iran.



Groundwater for Irrigation



Case study- Qazvin aquifer
Qazvin aquifer is amongst the ones that has been banned by the government since
more than 30 years ago.

This means that drilling new boreholes or digging new wells are forbidden.

Legal wells

• Farmers pump more that their permission.

Illegal wells

• Illegal wells are spread all over the area.



Groundwater extraction



Qazvin aquifer- Recharge zone
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Data collection

Data Resources

• Documents

• Statistics

• Interviews

• Questionnaires



Why?

Failure of top-down approach

• The government has not been successful to sustain the resources 
(Failure of top down approach).

Almost no sign of self-organization

• The farmers (stakeholders) are not willing to sustain their resources 
themselves. They are not motivated to sustain their groundwater 
resource. (No signs self-organization)
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Policies and rules

• Subsidies

Energy

• Weak law enforcement

Water

• Guaranteed price

Food



Water-Energy-Food Nexus
The government has adopted policies with regard to water, energy and food
independently.

The situation indicates the need to consider different aspects in a coherent scheme.

This leads us to focus on nexus approach.
Water

FoodEnergy



Agent-based modeling
To show the importance of adopting policies
we found agent-based modeling quite
helpful.

Agent-based modeling enables to consider
different agents with different goals.

All the stakeholders and policy adopter have
a say in the model.

Agent-based models are great tools that
enable us to consider social and ecological
aspects in one model.

It is possible to build a realistic model of the
study area with agent-based modelling
approach.



Conceptual framework



Policies and scenarios
Developing the ABM in this environment enables us to check different policies with
regard to the farmers and regulators.

The policies are decided on the basis of water-energy-food nexus.

We consider the inter-relationship between different factors in the nexus approach in
our model.

Different policies are checked in the model in climatic and market scenarios.

The policies and scenarios are divided to two groups: The ones that motivate farmers
to self-organize their resources and the ones that are related to top-down
management approach.



Conclusion – The result
Our studies shows that when policies are adopted behind closed doors with regard to
different factors, lead to undesirable outcomes.

Our study will show the advantage of considering water-energy-food inter-
relationship through a modeling approach.

Our model will show how adopting different policies affect groundwater sustainability.

The results will be used to inform both farmers and officials about the importance of
considering a nexus approach to make decisions and adopt policies.

As a result, the results of different policy adoption in different scenarios will be
compared with each other, with regard to their effect on sustainability of water
resources.
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